
You arrange to meet in one of the bars to start the game. Explain that the team with the most finds wins the prize.

From John Heald

We have an organized scavenger hunt on board but I think anything that you can find on the ship can be

added to the list including signatures of crewmembers from specific countries, that’s always a fun thing to do.

Let me know if I can help further and of course I will provide a couple of prizes as well, cheers

Organizer : Scavenger Hunt

What A Scavenger Hunt can be easy to execute, and you can tailor them to the group participating and the cruise ship you're on. 

How

Planning

 two main types of scavenger hunts: photo and object. Alternatively, you can do a combination of both, depending on the situation. 

Object scavenger hunts are usually more difficult, so you need to allow a longer time for completion

No matter what type of scavenger hunt you choose or how you set it up and carry it out, this is a fun way for families to bond. For 

groups of friends traveling together, it can be a great source of friendly competition. Personalize it for the cruise ship you're on and the 

cruise destinations you're visiting, and you have the makings for the ultimate cruise scavenger hunt!

a week long scavenger hunt with getting signatures from people from different countries, senior officers, and cruise activity staff. It was a

lot of fun trying to find all the staff.  It was a great way to engage with more of the staff than I normally would.



____ Two people with matching shirts ____ Someone eating sushi roll
____ A member of your team in a pool ____ Someone eating a cookie
____ A model of the cruise ship ____ Someone on your team playing minigolf

____ Someone playing the piano

____ Someone wearing a family reunion shirt

____ Animal carved out of fruit ____ Someone wearing a sea sick patch

____ Another cruise ship ____ Someone with a bad sunburn

____ Bartender mixing a drink ____ Something with a fish on it

____ Bird on the ship (not flying) ____ Something with the name of the ship on it

____ Bouquet of flowers ____ Souvenir drink cup

____ Copy of a dinner menu ____ Stranger balancing something on their head

____ Cruise Director ____ The ship's coin

____ Decorated cabin door ____ The Wake of the Ship

____ Frozen drink ____ Towel Animal

____ Fun Times

____ Funniest Mustache

____ Ice Cream Cone ____ At least 2 team members playing shuffle board

____ Lido deck sign ____ A team member winning on a slot machine

____ Photo of an empty pool

____ Selfie with the DJ or a musician on board

____ Ship Flag

____ Ships Officer

____ Photo of entire team ____

____ Oversized chess/checkers board

Signature of crew member from 

______________________________

Scavenger Hunt

One of your team using exercise 

equipment

A ship team member with a chef hat on

A stranger carrying more than one drink with their 

hands

____

Use a digital camera, or mobile device to take a photo of each item listed. At least one team member must

appear in the photo, and each team member must appear at least once. You will get one point for each photo,

and extra credit will be given for creativity and originality!

____

____

____
Lifeboat or any type of life saving device



Judging Sheet : Scavenger Hunt

Judge Name:

As a judge you need to be impartial.

Score 1 point for each qualifying photo
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